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Abstract
Text morphing is a task of natural language processing.

This task can be applied to many other tasks, such as gen-
erating data sets for writing aid systems or the study of
sentence relationships. We propose an approach to gener-
ate the middle sentence of two input sentences. By iterating
the steps, we show how to solve the text morphing task. We
get a training dataset by using a naïve approach. We fine-
tune a pre-trained GPT-2 model [7] to get a model that can
generate middle sentences. Compared with the previous
models, the results show that the generated sentences can
be of high quality while maintaining the meaning relation-
ship with the input sentences.

1 Introduction
Text morphing is a task of text generation that tar-

gets generating intermediate sentences that are fluent and
smooth between two input sentences [4].

We denote two given input sentences as S𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and S𝑒𝑛𝑑 .
An example of text morphing is shown in Table 1.

S𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 : i watched them .
S1: i ’ll see them with tom .
S2: i ’ll start with them .
S3: i ’ll start with the questions .
S𝑒𝑛𝑑: let ’s start with the easy questions .

Table 1 An example of text morphing generated by our
fine-tuned GPT-2 model. S𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 and S𝑒𝑛𝑑 are given sentences.

In this paper, we focus on generating a middle sentence
between two input sentences.

2 Related work
For the text morphing generation task, the simplest so-

lution is to decode the interpolation between two sentence

vectors. For a normal autoencoder (AE), in most cases, the
encoder generates unreasonable sentences when decoding
interpolation.

Bowman et al. [2] proposed a Sentence Variational Au-
toencoder (SVAE) model to generate high-quality sen-
tences using an embedding space. This approach success-
fully generates a series of coherent and reasonable sen-
tences between two latent variables. However, due to a
unique model in this approach, these generated sentences
usually are far from the input sentences in meaning.

In addition to using a vector space, the text morphing task
can be solved by editing techniques. Guu et al. [3] proposed
a generative sentence model that edits a prototype sentence
into a new sentence. Based on the idea of Guu et al. [3],
Huang et al. [4] proposed a method to generate intermediate
sentences by gradually editing the sentences from the start
sentence to the end sentence. Unfortunately, their model is
not open source, which prevents testing effectiveness.

GPT-2 is a pre-trained neural language model using the
transformer model [8] and the autoregressive mechanism
to predict the next token based on the previous contents.
It provides an easy way to fine-tune the model to generate
domain-specific text. We propose to fine-tune GPT-2 to
get a model that generates middle sentences.

This paper will mainly compare our model with the AE
and SVAE model in terms of middle sentence generation.
In the following parts, we introduce the AE and SVAE
models in detail.

2.1 Auto-encoder

An encoder converts sentences into vectors. It takes the
middle interpolation between the two vectors as the middle
vector, and then generates the middle sentence after decod-
ing. We use a fastText pre-trained model [1] to compute
word vectors. The sum of word vectors to represent the
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sentence vector. Such interpolation between two sentence
vectors may not have a good effect after decoding because
the information carried by interpolation is often difficult to
decode into a reasonable sentence.

2.2 Sentence Variational Autoencoder

Bowman et al. [2] proposed the Sentence Variational
Autoencoder (SVAE) model to solve some AE model gen-
eration problems.

The Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [5] replace the de-
terministic function in the standard auto-encoder with a
learned posterior recognition model, 𝑞(®𝑧 |𝑥). ®𝑧 is called the
latent variable. Bowman et al. [2] used a particular model
to force the decoder to decode a reasonable sentence while
decoding ®𝑧.

However, when an embedding is converted to ®𝑧, the ®𝑧
loses some original embedding information. Therefore,
in subsequent generated tasks, the correlation between the
inputs and generated sentences will be reduced.

3 Assessment
In this section, we introduce the metrics used to evaluate

the results.

3.1 BERTScore

We use BERTScore [9] to evaluate the semantic similar-
ity between two sentences. When the BERTScore between
two sentences approaches 1, it indicates that the mean-
ing of the two sentences tend to be the same. When the
BERTScore is close to 0, it indicates that the meaning of
the two sentences tend to be unrelated.

3.2 Grammar checker

We use GECToR1）[6], a state-of-the-art grammatical
error correction (GEC) model (as of January 2021), to
check our generated sentences for grammatical correctness.

In the case of ignoring uppercase, if a sentence passes
through the GECToR model without modifications, we as-
sume that the sentence is correct.

3.3 Perplexity

We use perplexity (PPL) to determine whether our gener-
ated sentences are plausible. The sentences in the Tatoeba
corpus that we use are mostly short. Therefore we calculate

1） https://github.com/grammarly/gector

PPL in a 3-gram model.

3.4 Jaccard distance

Jaccard distance is a measure of the difference between
two sets. We use it when evaluating the test results of text
morphing.

We define:

• 𝑑 𝑗 (𝑆, 𝐸) =
|𝑆 ∪ 𝐸 | − |𝑆 ∩ 𝐸 |

|𝑆 ∪ 𝐸 | .

• In this formula, S stands for the set of tokens in the
start sentence, and E stands for the set of tokens in the
end sentence.

4 Methodology

We aim to obtain a model that can generate a middle
sentence between two given input sentences.

4.1 Approach

Our approach mainly consists of the following three
steps:

1. We use a pre-trained auto-encoder to generate the
middle sentence and get the start-middle-end triplet.

2. We filter the sentence triplets and select the triplets
that meet our requirements.

3. We fine-tune a pre-trained GPT-2 model with high-
quality triplets to get a model that will generate a
middle sentence between two given input sentences.

4.2 A method to select the triplet data

We use BERTScore to measure the semantic similarity
between two sentences. The values of BERTScore in this
paper are all the F1 values of BERTScore.

For ease of use, we use the following abbreviations in
this paper:

• For a start-end sentence pair or a start-middle-end
triplet, their BERTScore (start, end) is abbreviated as
SE-BERTScore.

• For a start-middle-end triplet, the mean of the
BERTScore (start, middle) and the BERTScore end,
middle) is abbreviated as SME-BERTScore.

• For a start-middle-end triplet, the absolute value of
the difference between the BERTScore (start, middle)
and the BERTScore (end, middle) is denoted with
DIF-BERTScore.
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Our definition of middle sentences comes from the fol-
lowing unique concepts of analogy:

Start : Middle :: Middle : End.
Specifically, it should meet the following requirements:

1. For a start-middle-end triplet, the SME-BERTScore
should be larger than the SE-BERTScore.

2. For a start-middle-end triplet, the DIF-BERTScore
should be as small as possible.

5 Experiment

Our experiment has two steps: start-middle-end triplet
data collection and GPT-2 fine-tuning.

5.1 Dataset collection

We use a FastText pre-trained model to calculate the
word vectors, and we represent a sentence vector by the sum
of the word vectors. We split 80k sentences in the Tatoeba
database into train/valid/test according to 80/10/10. We
use this data to train a decoder. The parameters are as
follows.

Hyperparameter Number
GRU hidden size 300
Word embedding size 300
Embedding dropout 0.4
Num layers 1
Batch size 128
Learning rate 0.001

Table 2 The base model decoder settings.

Based on the interval of SE-BERTScore, we equally
selected 1,110K sentence pairs from the Tatoeba corpus,
as shown in Figure 1.

We split the 1,100K sentence pairs in the way of 100/11.
The 1,000 K sentence pairs are used for generation tasks in
the AE model, and 110K sentence pairs are used to test the
middle sentence generation. In the 110K sentence pairs,
we selected 10K on average to test text morphing.

5.2 Data procession

We collect start-middle-end triplets that meet the follow-
ing four requirements:

• The middle sentence has not been modified by the
grammar error correction model GECToR.

• The value of SME-BERTScore is larger than SE-
BERTScore.

• The value of DIF-BERTScore is less than 0.05.
• The PPL value of the middle sentence is less than 30.
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Figure 1 BERTScore range - Number histogram

We generated and equally selected 5,000 high-quality
start-middle-end triplets according to the SE-BERTScore
interval. We split the triples according 90/10 into
train/valid data.

5.3 Fine-tuning GPT-2

The fine-tuning of GPT-2 is a simple procedure. We
need to give the labeled start-middle-end triplet data to
GPT-2 for fine-tuning.

The fine-tuning parameters are as follows. We use dif-
ferent learning rates for two experiments, Exp.1 and Exp.2.

Hyperparameter Value
GPT-2 model 345M
Optimizer adam
Train steps 1,800
Batch size 1
Learning rate (Exp. 1) 0.00002
Learning rate (Exp. 2) 0.00001

Table 3 The GPT-2 fine-tuning settings

6 Result and analysis

We use 110k sentences with the average distribution of
SE-BERTScore to test each model. As a comparison, we
use SVAE and the AE model as baselines. Because the
SVAE structure is different from the AE model, we do not
use parameters used in AE but use the default parameters
provided by their implementation2）.

The achievement rate of strict standard (ARSS) is the
proportion of the generated sentences that follows the fol-
lowing requirements:

• SME-BERTScore is larger than SE-BERTScore.
• DIF-BERTScore is less than 0.05.

Furthermore, the achievement rate of general standard

2） https://github.com/timbmg/Sentence-VAE
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SE-BS Start
Middle

End
AE SVAE Our Exp. 1

1.0 i told mary to stay where she was . i told mary where she was to stay . i ’ll never forget this incident . i told mary to stay where she was . i told mary to stay where she was .
0.8 mary says she ’s feeling tired . she says she ’s feeling tired . i ’m not going to miss you . she says he ’s feeling tired . tom says he ’s feeling tired .
0.6 she told me that she ’d wait for us . she told me that she did that for us . they ’re not giving up . she told me that she ’d do that for us . she told me that she did that for us .
0.4 you ’re worth gold . you ’re not gold . you must not behave . you ’re not worth anything . you ’re not old .
0.2 google+ is a new social network . tom is a new financial guy . i ’m going to see him tomorrow . tom is a new person . tom is out of the tournament .

Table 4 Some middle sentences generation examples are selected according to the SE-BS interval. SE-BS stands for SE-BERTScore.

model
BERTScore (%)

PPL3） ER (%) ARSS (%) ARGS (%)
SME DIF

Baseline
AE 52.43 20.47 53.40 40.27 9.49 33.22

SVAE 22.13 7.72 14.76 2.12 4.63 15.83

Our model
Exp. 1 59.88 20.08 22.44 16.89 13.95 43.09
Exp. 2 62.06 21.95 24.24 18.32 13.52 42.13

Table 5 The SME stands for the SME-BERTScore. The DIF
stands for the DIF-BERTScore. The ER stands for the error rate

that sentences cannot pass a grammar checker. The ARSS
stands for the achievement rate of strict standards. The ARGS
stands for the achievement rate of the general standards For

SME and ARSS and ARGS, the higher it is, the better. For DIF,
PPL, and ER, the smaller it is, the better.

(ARGS) is The proportion of the generated sentences that
follows the following requirements:

• SME-BERTScore is larger than SE-BERTScore.
• DIF-BERTScore is less than 0.20.
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Figure 2 BERTScore distribution. The x-coordinate is the
SE-BERTScore interval, and the y-coordinate is the average

SME-BERTScore generated by each model within each interval.

In Figure 2, the base is the mean value of the SE-
BERTScore in its interval. When the SME-BERTScore
of a model is higher than the base value, it means that
for this model, the generated sentence is semantically re-
lated to the start-end sentence pair and serves as a middle
sentence between the start sentence and the end sentence.

According to the contents in Figure 2, Table 4, and Table-
5, our model can generate high-quality middle sentences
better than previous models (AE and VAE) under the strict
and general standard conditions.

3） When calculating PPL, we only count the cases where the number

SE-BS AE SVAE Exp. 1

0.60

Start: sami loved the lord .
the boy i recommend . i ’m not a millionaire . she loves the king .

the boy is open . i ’m not worried about it . she loves the box .
the boy closed tv . i ’m not worried about it . she opens the box .

End: sami closed the box .

0.20

Start: this building is new .
this building is new . i ’m not going to compete with tom . this is not new .

this building is right now . i ’m not going to miss you . this is not here .
tom ’s not right now . i ’m not going to miss you . tom ’s not here .

End: tom isn ’t here right now .

Table 6 Some text morphing examples are selected according
to the SE-BS interval.

Text morphing is a continuous process, and Jaccard dis-
tance can measure the degree of difference in form between
two sentences. When the average Jaccard distance (JD) is
lower, text morphing is smoother.

model Avg. JD (%) PPL

Baseline AE 23.21 49.87
SVAE 50.34 16.36

Our model Exp. 1 21.21 24.00
Exp. 2 24.24 24.00

Table 7 Avg. JD stands for the average Jaccard distance
between the generate sentences and input sentences. The lower

is meaning text morphing is more smooth.

The examples in Table 6 and the data in Table 7 show
that our model can achieve smooth text morphing while
maintaining high quality.

7 Conclusion
To summarize the contribution of this paper are as fol-

lows:

• We propose a new approach to solve the text morphing
task.

• We fine-tune a pre-trained model that generates a mid-
dle sentence between inputs. This model can generate
middle sentences from sentence pairs with different
semantic similarity.

• The quality of middle sentences generated by our
model is better than that of previous models, based
on pretrained auto-encoders.

of start-end sentence tokens is larger than 2.
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